
About This Collection 

Michael McEachern McDowell was the author of a number of horror novels, including The Amulet (1979), Cold Moon Over Babylon 
(1980), and The Elementals (1981), as well as six serialized novels known as the Blackwater series (1983).  He also has screenwriting 
credits for Tim Burton’s Beetlejuice and The Nightmare Before Christmas, and wrote for the TV series Tales from the Darkside.  The 
Michael McDowell Death Collection is comprised of 76 boxes, and spans the years 1616 – 2005.  The collection was assembled by 
McDowell based on his interest in the subject matter, and includes correspondence, photographs (including photographic prints, 
daguerreotypes, tintypes, ambrotypes, and stereographs), memorial cards, jewelry, hairwork, scrapbooks, ledgers, news clippings, and 
artifacts. The Psychics and Spiritualism series, which includes boxes 35 through 43, contains a comparatively extensive group of spirit 
photographs and Spiritualism-related materials, including photographs are identified as the work of Edward Wyllie, William Mumler, 
Frederick Hudson, and others. The collection is currently housed in the Charles Deering McCormick Library of Special Collections, Deering 
Library, Level 3, 1970 Campus Drive, Evanston, Illinois. 

About This Document 
This document represents the contents of Box 36, Folder 1 of the collection. It is a small beige or faded light green canvas (formerly 
velvet-covered?) Victorian photograph album that contains a total of 16 spirit photographs. The photographs are removable from the 
album’s pages, and were removed for photographing in this document. There is a high likelihood that this album belonged to Georgiana 
Houghton or was assembled by someone closely associated with her. Five of the photographs (pages 3, 4, 5, 6) carry the stamp of 
Frederick Hudson’s studio, while another (page 14) lacks his studio’s stamp but is annotated as being taken by him. Of the lot, 11 carry 
annotations by or the signature of Georgiana Houghton, and the photographs on pages 3 and 8 feature the medium herself. Several 
notable mediums and important personages in the Spiritualist movement are featured in other photographs: Mrs. Cooper and her spirit 
guide John Bunyan (3), Lottie Fowler (5), Ms. Shorter (12, 13), John Lamont (14), William Turkentine (16), and possibly William Stainton 
Moses and his guide Imperator (18). Several photographs are noted for publication in either the Christian Spiritualist (10, 13, 14) or 
Spiritual Magazine (12). Other subjects were featured in Houghton’s book, Chronicles of the Photographs of Spiritual Beings: Captain 
Ainger (9), Mrs. Barnard (10), and Mrs. Pearson of Harpur Street (6). Other photographs have different handwriting (11, 15) or are not 
annotated at all (17, 18), while the photograph on page 11 is marked Photographic Art Studio, 2 Kensinton Park Rd, Notting Hill Gate.

This document contains a special edition for Leslie Price--two Houghton photographs (pages 19-20) from Box 40, Folder 20, featuring 
Houghton from May and October, 1872, that seem to belong to this larger collection.  

Copyright & Use of this Document 
The featured items of this document belong to Northwestern University Library, which provides access to its holdings for educational, 
personal, and non-commercial use, provided that ownership of the materials is properly cited. All photographs are © Brandon Hodge. 

Written permission of the copyright holders and/or other rights holders is required for publication, distribution, reproduction or other use 
of protected items beyond that allowed by fair use. Publication includes, but is not limited to, print, film, slide presentation, video, 
television, and electronic transmission. Transmitting an image or file on the Internet is equivalent to reproducing and distributing that 
image in print. This document is intended for RESEARCH AND REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY. 

Reproductions may not be reused for any other purpose, or published in any other format (including but not limited to: print, film, slide 
presentation, video, television, and electronic transmission); nor may it be transferred to another party without permission from 
Northwestern University Library and Brandon Hodge. For further information on Northwestern University’s Rights, Permissions, and 
Reproductions policies, see: http://www.library.northwestern.edu/about/library-administration/library-policies/rights-and-
permissions#resources or contact the department via email at special.collections@northwestern.edu or phone at 847-491-3635. Brandon 
Hodge may be found through his website, http://www.mysteriousplanchette.com or contacted at pegleg@prodigy.net.  





































The following two photographs are from Box 40, Folder 20 of the collection, and were not part of the album. 
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